Squirrel Controller One-Way Door

When exclusion of squirrels in a structure is the preferred method of control, the use of one-way doors is a
viable alternative to trapping. The Squirrel Controller one way door is mounted to the outside of the
structure, eliminating the need for access to the spaces inside the structure. Designed for gray, red and flying
squirrels, the Controller measures 10”L x 3.5”W x 3.5”H. Fully assembled and ready to use right out of the
box. Contact Nixalite for details on live capture cage traps for squirrels.

Item# VCS53120 - Squirrel Controller One-Way Door
10”L x 3.5”W x 3.5”H
Mounting wings allow
mounting flush to wall
or roof opening

½ x 1 16 gauge wire

Heavy duty
sprung gate
for one way out

Squirrel Controller is a simple one-way door. It
prevents grey, red and flying squirrels from using an
opening for access into and out of a structure. The
sprung one-way gate allows them to get out but not
back in the same way. Use the mounting wings for
fastening to the surface.

MADE IN
THE USA!

If you want to turn the Controller into a trap, Nixalite
offers Controller Extensions that fasten over the open
end of the controller. The extensions have closed ends
and multiple holding areas to allow for multiple
squirrel captures for each setting. Contact Nixalite for
more information on the Controller Extensions.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and
animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective trapping takes
careful planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.

Visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact
Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196
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